VISIT TWO GREAT CITIES
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE
Now you can offer your clients extraordinary travels to Europe.
Regardless of their final European destination, we offer a stopover
in one of Scandinavia’s beautiful capital cities.
For example, if your client is going to
Amsterdam, Paris, London or Rome,
they can visit Copenhagen, Stockholm
or Oslo for the same price.
For inspiration visit our website,
scandinaviantraveler.com. Here you
will find city guides with information on
things to do, places to visit and where
to eat in the Scandinavia capitals.

Application/rules
• From the US to Scandinavia and
Europe
• Applicable for all public structure
fares* (L and above)
• Valid in all services classes – Go, Plus
and Business
• All year –
 High and low season
• Two free stopovers permitted, one in
each direction.

*Stopovers are not permitted for campaign and youth fares. Please check your GDS for complete rules.

SAS US OPERATION
New York (Newark) – Copenhagen, Oslo and Stockholm
Chicago – Copenhagen and Stockholm
Washington, DC (Dulles) – Copenhagen
Boston – Copenhagen
Los Angeles – Stockholm
Miami – Copenhagen, Oslo and Stockholm
From our Scandinavian hubs – Copenhagen, Stockholm and Oslo – we offer an
extensive network with SAS Plus and Go service to many European cities.

Enjoy our comfort on Intercontinental flights
On their way to Scandinavia the passengers will enjoy
world class comfort in all three classes.
The ultra-modern cabin offers great comfort with
new really comfortable seats in all classes. To make
time fly onboard, a new entertainment system with
large HD-screens and access to WiFi is available at
every seat.

The seats in SAS Go and SAS Plus are designed with
smart storage to create extra space. In SAS Plus,
the traveler gets wider chairs, more legroom, larger
HD display and upgraded meal service.
All seats in SAS Business have direct access to aisles
and can be folded flat for maximum comfort and
sweet dreams. The bedding comes from Hästens,
the oldest premium bed manufacturer in Sweden, to
ensure passengers a high-class sleeping experience.

